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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate how software rejuvenation can
be used in a Cloud environment to increase the availability
of a virtualized system composed of a single virtual machine
monitor (VMM) on top of which a certain number of virtual machines (VMs) can be instantiated. We start from
the assumption that the aging of a VMM increases with
the number of VMs it is managing, thus characterizing the
problem in terms of dynamic reliability. Therefore, by identifying the age of the VMM with its reliability and based on
the conservation of reliability principle, we characterize the
time to failure of the VMM through continuous phase type
distributions. The system availability is thus modeled by an
expanded continuous time Markov chain expressed in terms
of Kronecker algebra in order to face the state space explosion and to keep memory of the age reached by the VMM in
case the number of the hosted VMs change. Time-based rejuvenation is taken into consideration and the optimal timer
is evaluated in order to maximize the VMM availability.

Keywords
Rejuvenation, Cloud Computing, Virtualized Environments,
Dynamic Availability, Phase Type Distributions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Software rejuvenation is a proactive fault management
technique aimed at cleaning up the system internal state
to prevent the occurrence of more severe crash failures in
the future [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. It involves occasionally terminating an application or a system, cleaning its internal state
and restarting it. Software rejuvenation is a cost eﬀective
technique for dealing with software faults that oﬀers protection not only against hard failures, but against performance
degradation as well. In a client-server type of application
where the server is intended to run perpetually for providing
a service to its clients, rejuvenating the server process peri3HUPLVVLRQWRPDNHGLJLWDORUKDUGFRSLHVRIDOORUSDUWRIWKLVZRUNIRU
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odically during the most idle time of the server increases the
availability of that service. In a long-running computationintensive application, rejuvenating the application periodically and restarting it at a previous checkpoint increases the
likelihood of successfully completing the application execution.
The use of rejuvenation in Cloud systems is currently a
hot research topic. By Cloud computing and its terminology, it is implied an infrastructure of shared hardware and
software resources, deeply rooted on the premise of virtualization [6]. The elastic behaviour of Cloud systems translates into the availability of resources that always ﬁt the
requirements of users and their applications, bringing setup
expenses to a minimum and putting a cap on monthly bills.
We believe that software rejuvenation can be successfully applied to Cloud systems to mitigate the eﬀect of aging that
may aﬀect the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), i.e., the
software module that allows to execute the Virtual Machines
(VMs).
Understanding the way in which VMMs age and how this
can inﬂuence the service availability is extremely important,
considering that Cloud services strongly involve the commercial world, where Service Level Agreement (SLA) and
Quality of Service (QoS) play a strategic role. The stress
condition of a VMM is also depending on the amount of
work it is requested to do. This means that the VMM aging
increases with the number of virtual machines it is managing. A workload-based rejuvenation and an analysis on the
way the workload can be considered a critical factor to determine the system failure distribution can be found in [1].
In this paper, we address this problem through the deﬁnition of stochastic models that allow to capture the aging
behavior just described.
In order to avoid VMM crashes, that would implicitly stop
the execution of several VMs, VMM rejuvenation may represent a valid solution. We adopted a time-based rejuvenation
technique [5] to investigate the optimal time to rejuvenation
with the ﬁnal goal to maximize the VMM availability.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide
a description of Cloud computing systems. In Section 3
we formulate the problem. In Section 4 we describe the
proposed model. Some details on the solution technique are
given in Section 5 while in Section 6 we present the obtained
results. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.

2. CLOUD COMPUTING
This section provides a global picture of the heterogeneous

SLA, etc.), speciﬁc application services, services mashup
tools, etc. to the Cloud end users. This model is referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS).

Cloud scenario discussing goals and motivations, providing
some well-known deﬁnitions, identifying related problems
and issues and giving overview of existing solutions, challenges, and future directions.

2.1 Goals and motivations
The necessity of dealing with complex problems and the
technological progress focused on mechanizing and automating processes and services brought to the exigence of more
and more powerful computing systems. After the initial
monolithic approach of implementing more complex (standalone) systems, the idea of decomposing and scattering
computing tasks among distributed resources prevailed giving rise to parallel and distributed computing. Several distributed computing paradigms and infrastructures have been
therefore speciﬁed, starting from client-server, clustering (also
structured and hierarchical), peer to peer and others.
Before Cloud computing, the distributed computing scenario was dominated by the Grid, volunteer and P2P solutions, that were mainly bounded to academic, scientiﬁc, private, closed contexts and virtual organization. The Cloud
unlocked the scenario, mainly contained within speciﬁc and
well identiﬁed boundaries, disclosing a new world of services in which whatever can be considered as a service, also
and in particular the computing resources. Anyone can rent
resource from Cloud providers by negotiating and agreeing
speciﬁc SLAs, that contain speciﬁc commitments for the parties.
Among the reasons behind the success of Cloud, besides
the low costs, there are: the user-centric interface that acts
as a unique, user friendly, point of access for user needs
and requirements; on-demand service provision; the QoS
guaranteed oﬀer, and the autonomous system for managing hardware, software and data transparently to users [7].
But, on the other hand, there are diﬀerent open problems
in Cloud infrastructures that inhibit their use mainly concerning information security (conﬁdentiality and integrity),
trustiness, interoperability, reliability, availability and other
QoS requirements speciﬁed in the SLA, only partially addressed or sometimes still uncovered.

2.2 Definitions and taxonomy

2. Cloud Software Environment Layer: providers of the
Cloud software environments supply the users Cloud
applications’ developers with a programming-languagelevel environment with a set of well-deﬁned APIs. The
services provided by this layer are referred to as Platform as a Service (PaaS).
3. Cloud Software Infrastructure Layer: provides fundamental resources to other higher-level layers. Services
can be categorized into:
• Computational resources - provides computational
resources (VM) to Cloud end users. Often, such
services are dubbed Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS).
• Data storage - allows users to store their data
at remote disks and access them anytime from
any place. These services are commonly known
as Data-Storage as a Service (DaaS)
• Communications provides some communication
capabilities that are service oriented, conﬁgurable,
schedulable, predictable, and reliable. Towards
this goal, the concept of Communication as a Service (CaaS) emerged to support such requirements,
as well as network security, dynamic provisioning
of virtual overlays for traﬃc isolation or dedicated
bandwidth, guaranteed message delay, communication encryption, and network monitoring.
4. Software Kernel : provides the basic software management for the physical servers that compose the Cloud.
OS kernel, hypervisor, virtual machine monitor, clustering and grid middleware, etc.
5. Hardware and Firmware: form the backbone of the
Cloud. End users directly interacting with the Cloud
at this layer are normally big enterprises with huge
IT requirements in need of subleasing Hardware as a
Service (HaaS).

2.3 Modeling challenges

Among the several diﬀerent deﬁnitions of “Cloud computing” available in the literature, one of the most authoritative is that provided by NIST [8]: “Cloud computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management eﬀort or service provider interaction.
This Cloud model promotes availability [...].” It is important
to remark that such a deﬁnition identiﬁes the availability as
a key concept of the Cloud paradigm. This concept has to be
characterized into the broader class of QoS, SLA and related
issues, which are topics of primary and strategic importance
in the Cloud.
An interesting attempt to ﬁx Cloud concepts and ideas
is provided in [9] thorough an ontology which demonstrates
a dissection of the Cloud into the ﬁve main layers shown in
Figure 1, where higher layers services can be composed from
the services of the underlying layers, which are:

In the design and management of a Cloud system, performance evaluation plays a key role allowing system administrators to evaluate the eﬀects of diﬀerent resource management strategies on the data center functioning and to predict
the corresponding costs/beneﬁts.
Cloud systems diﬀer from traditional distributed systems.
First of all, they are characterized by a very large number
of resources that can span diﬀerent administrative domains.
Moreover, the high level of resource abstraction allows to implement particular resource management techniques such as
VM multiplexing [10] or VM live migration [11] that, even if
transparent to ﬁnal users, have to be considered in the design
of performance models in order to accurately understand
the system behavior. Finally, diﬀerent clouds, belonging to
the same or to diﬀerent organizations, can dynamically join
each other to achieve a common goal, usually represented by
the optimization of resources utilization. This mechanism,
referred to as cloud federation [12], allows to provide and release resources on-demand thus providing elastic capabilities
to the whole infrastructure.

1. Cloud Application Layer: provides interface and access
management tools (Web 2.0, authentication, billing,
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Figure 1: Cloud Taxonomy.

For these reasons, typical performance evaluation approaches
such as simulation or on-the-ﬁeld measurements can not be
easily adopted. Simulation [13], [14] does not allow to conduct comprehensive analyses of the system performance due
to the great number of parameters that have to be investigated. On-the-ﬁeld experiments [15], [16] are mainly focused
on the oﬀered QoS, they are based on a black box approach
that makes diﬃcult to correlate obtained data to the internal
resource management strategies implemented by the system
provider. On the contrary, analytical techniques [17], [18]
represent a good candidate thanks to the limited solution
cost of their associated models.
The modeling scenario becomes more tricky when prevention techniques, like software rejuvenation, want to be
applied to a Cloud infrastructure in order to obtain high
availability degrees. In fact, in this case, also the analytical
approaches, in particular state-space techniques, suﬀer from
the complexity of the corresponding models that have to
take into account diﬀerent policies and operative conditions,
also considering non-Markovian aspects. In such cases, techniques able to opportunely manage the state space explosion
and to deal with generally distributed events have to be exploited in order to create eﬀective and scalable models.

3.

performed, the VMs can be reactivated. We assume that
after a reparation the VMM age is reset.
In order to reduce the failure probability, a software rejuvenation task can be triggered. In this case, the running
VMs are suspended in a safety way and the VMM is rebooted, thus resetting its aging state. The eﬀects of a software rejuvenation can be considered less critical with respect
to those of a failure. In fact, the time needed to recover a
failed system is obtained by summing the time to detect the
failure, the time to save the VMs status, the time to discover the failed component, the time to repair it, the time
to reboot the system, and the time to restart the VMs. On
the contrary, the rejuvenation duration time is composed of
the time to suspend the VMs, the time to reboot the system, and the time to restart the VMs. Moreover, being the
rejuvenation a scheduled task, all the countermeasures to
reduce the QoS degradation (e.g., VM live migration, data
saving, etc.) can be taken in advance. In the reminder of
the paper, we focus on the aspects related to the aging and
failure of the VMM and to its rejuvenation, thus neglecting
the failure of other system components.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, in order to focus on the rejuvenation aspects in the area of IaaS Clouds, we describe the architecture of a simpliﬁed system discussing all the assumptions
we made. A Cloud node oﬀers a virtualized environment
composed of a VMM on top of which one or more VMs can
be instantiated. We indicate with N the maximum number
of VMs that can be contemporaneously instantiated. User
requests (in terms of new VMs) are scheduled by loading
pre-built VM images from a storage system and by registering them to the VMM. Once instantiated, a VM can start
its execution providing to the user an isolated execution environment.
The VMM is a software module subjected to software aging due to bugs. For this reason, the VMM can fail giving
rise to critical eﬀects on the running VMs, ranging from
service interruption to data loss. The VMM failure can be
detected for example by periodically inspecting the memory
usage or the response time. When a failure is detected, the
status of all the running VMs is saved (when possible) and
the VMM is repaired. As soon as the repairing has been



Figure 2: Operating states of a Virtual Machine Monitor.
From an operating point-of-view the VMM is characterized by four states, as shown in Figure 2. Once started,
the VMM is in the working state swr . During the sojourn
in this state, the VMM age increases due to software bugs.
When a failure event ef l occurs, the VMM enters the non-

associated to event ers is a function of both time and load:

detected failure state snd . In this state, the VMM is not
able to accomplish its work but the failure has yet to be
detected. Once the failure is detected (detection event edt ),
the VMM enters the detected failure state sdf and as soon as
a reparation is completed (repair event erp ) the VMM is rebooted thus re-starting from state swr . When a rejuvenation
is needed, the trigger event etr ﬁres and the VMM enters
the rejuvenation state srj . The resume event ers allows the
system to be rebooted reinitializing its software age.

Frs (t, i) = P r{trs ≤ t | #V M = i}.

The performance index we will investigate is the VMM
availability A(t) that can be deﬁned as:
A(t) = P r{VMM is in state swr at time t}.

With respect to the system events, we make the following
assumptions. Let tf l be the random variable representing
the time at which a VMM failure occurs.
In a Cloud system the load is highly variable due to request bursts and migration tasks. In order to satisfy the
user requests, also in terms of QoS, the VMM has to implement diﬀerent strategies to quick instantiate, suspend, and
transfer VMs. Such strategies have a critical impact on the
VMM behavior being strictly related to memory management tasks (such as memory allocation/deallocation). As a
consequence, they could interfere with the VMM software
aging process. For these reasons, we assume the failure time
distribution to be dependent on the VMM load. Indicating
with #VM the number of running VMs on the VMM, we
express such dependency by deﬁning the failure time cumulative distribution function (CDF) as:

A(∞) = lim A(t).

(5)

t→∞

4. ANALYSIS CHALLENGES

(1)

Let trp be the random variable associated to the time to
repair. We assume that a checkpoint service periodically
save the VMM status by making a dump of its memory on
the disk. Since the status of the n VMs being executed on
top of the VMM at the time it crashed has to be recovered
from the checkpoint database, we assume that event erp has
a 2-variable CDF Frp (t, i) associated:
Frp (t, i) = P r{trp ≤ t | #V M = i}.

(4)

In particular, we will study how to optimally set the rejuvenation timer in order to maximize the steady-state VMM
availability A(∞), deﬁned as:

3.1 VMM failure and repair

Ff l (t, i) = P r{tf l ≤ t | #V M = i}, ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ N

(3)

(2)

Finally, we indicate with Fdt (t) the CDF associated to
the detection event edt whose duration, diﬀerently from the
other events above reported, does not depend on the number
of VMs managed by the VMM at the time the failure occurs.
Both event ef l and erp depend on the number of VM currently instantiated on the VMM. In the following, we will
indicate with ear and edp the event associated with the arrival of a new VM and the departure of an instantiated VM,
respectively. Far (t) and Fdp (t, i) are the CDFs associated
to such events. While the arrival event is independent from
the number of VM currently running, the departure event
depends on it.

3.2 VMM rejuvenation
In this work, we focus on a time-based rejuvenation technique. The simplest policy that can be applied to the VMM
is to ﬁx a constant timer T associated to the trigger event
etr . Usually, such timer is ﬁxed at the system startup and
it is chosen in order to maximize the system availability.
Finally, let trs be the random variable associated to the
time needed to carry out the VMM rejuvenation (resume
event ers ). Since the status of the VMs running on the
VMM immediately before the rejuvenation has to be recovered from the checkpoint database, we assume that the CDF

According to the ﬁnite state machine of Figure 2, a VMM
can be in four possible states with ﬁve possible transitions
or events among such states. A state space model can be
easily obtained from such ﬁnite state machine by stochastically characterizing the events through the corresponding
random variables. However, as already described in Section
3, we want to take into account the impact of workload,
represented by the number i of VMs managed by the VMM
at a given instant t, on the software aging (eq. (1)) and, in
general, on the time-to-event of some of the state transitions
(eq. (2), (3)). The analysis of such a stochastic process is
quite challenging given that it could be diﬃcult to model
and evaluate state space models with 2-variable CDFs.
A possible solution could be to duplicate the states of the
ﬁnite state machines in Figure 2 thus generating a stochastic process whose events are associated to CDFs that only
depend on time. Such a stochastic process is composed of
N + 1 sets of states each representing the evolution of the
VMM life-cycle in the presence of a certain number of running VMs. Moreover, events ear and edp represent the arrival and departure of a VM, respectively.
In order to analytically solve the stochastic process under consideration, attention needs to be put in the following aspects. First of all, it is necessary to identify the
VMM unreliability CDFs at each speciﬁc load condition
in isolation, i.e., when the number of running VMs does
not vary. In other words, referring to eq. (1), we need
to identify CDFs Ff l (t, i) = Ffi l (t) thus obtaining a set
of unreliability CDFs Ff l = {Ffi l (t) : 0 ≤ i ≤ N }. A
similar operation needs to be done for the CDFs of the
other system events whose behavior depends on the load (repair, resume, and departure events), thus obtaining the sets
i
i
Frp = {Frp
(t) : 0 ≤ i ≤ N }, Frs = {Frs
(t) : 0 ≤ i ≤ N },
i
and Fdp = {Fdp (t) : 0 ≤ i ≤ N }.
In order to represent load dependent conditions in analytic
terms, one of the most widely used approach is the proportional hazard model (PHM) [19]. In a PHM, the changes in
reliability corresponding to changes in load conditions are
expressed in terms of a multiplicative eﬀect on the failure
rate. The simplest PHM expresses such eﬀect by a constant thus obtaining for each possible load conﬁguration a
failure rate that is proportional to the one taken as a reference and usually associated to a certain amount of load
that is considered as unitary. In the speciﬁc case of the
system under analysis, assuming λ1f l (t) = −

d(Ff1l (t))/dt
Ff1l (t)

the

failure rate of the VMM on top of which one VM is running, we can express the failure rate of the VMM with i > 1



VMs as λif l (t) = −

d(Ffi l (t))/dt
Ffi l (t)

= i · λ1f l (t). Similarly, the

distributions are characterized.
More speciﬁcally, let us consider a CTMC χ with n transient states and a single absorbing state (labeled n+1) whose
inﬁnitesimal generator matrix Ĝ of dimensions n + 1 × n + 1
is in the form:


G U
Ĝ =
0 0

case in which no VMs are running can be characterized by
λ0f l (t) = kλ1f l (t) with 0 ≤ k ≤ 1.
Following a similar reasoning, given the rejuvenation rate
1
ηrs
(t) = −

1
d(Frs
(t))/dt
,
1 (t)
Frs

the repair rate μrp (t) = −

and the departure rate μ1dp (t) = −

1
d(Fdp
(t))/dt
1 (t)
Fdp

1
d(Frp
(t))/dt
1 (t)
Frp

,

for a VMM

with a single VM as load, the rates in the case of i > 1 VMs
i
1
can be expressed as ηrs
(t) = ηrs
(t)/i, μirp (t) = μ1rp (t)/i, and
i
1
μdp (t) = i · μdp (t) respectively. Assuming the repair, the
resume, and the departure events to be exponentially disi
i
1
1
tributed, we have ηrs
(t) = ηrs
= ηrs
(t)/i = ηrs
/i, μirp (t) =
i
1
1
i
i
μrp = μrp (t)/i = μrp /i, and μdp (t) = μdp = i · μ1dp (t) =
i · μ1dp .
Finally, events edt and ear , exponentially distributed and
independent from the load as an assumption, will be associated to the rates λdt and λar , respectively.
According to these assumptions, for a complete speciﬁcation of the model, it is necessary to adequately specify what
happens when a transition occurs from a workload condition
to another one. During such transitions, two events are involved since they are concurrently enabled: the failure event
ef l and the trigger event etr .
With respect to event ef l , we have to guarantee that the
age level reached by the VMM, i.e., its level of degradation, is preserved during the transition thus applying the
conservation of reliability principle [20, 21, 22]. In a similar
way, the memory related to the trigger event etr has to be
preserved according to the time-based rejuvenation policy
applied.

5.

MODEL EVALUATION

The stochastic process described in the previous section
is in general non-Markovian and non-homogeneous in time
[22]. More complex and powerful techniques than Markov
chains or Markov reward processes are necessary to analyze
such process, such as Markov additive processes [21], semiMarkov processes and renewal theory [23]. Starting from
such model, in the following we describe a technique based
on CPH distributions and Kronecker algebra. The unreliability and the timeout of the VMM, under diﬀerent load
conditions, are represented by CPHs, moving the problem
towards the solution of an expanded CTMC. Kronecker algebra is therefore used in order to overcome the well-known
state space explosion problem, since the inﬁnitesimal generator matrix of the expanded CTMC is never generated
nor stored as a whole, but it is algorithmically evaluated
on-the-ﬂy in a block-wise fashion when needed during the
model solution. In this way, only few information about the
stochastic process is permanently stored, with consequent
memory saving.
In this section we recall the technique we proposed in [24]
for the evaluation of reliability and availability of dynamic
systems that will be used in order to manage the model
introduced in Section 4.

where G is a n × n matrix that describes the transient behavior of the CTMC and U is a n-dimension column vector
grouping the transition rates to state n + 1. Moreover, let
us suppose that the chain is started with an initial probabil
ity vector π(0) = [α, αn+1 ] such that αn+1 = 1 − n
i=1 αi .
Then, we say that a random variable T is distributed according to the CPH distribution with representation (α, G)
and order n if its cumulative distribution function (CDF)
HT (t) is the probability to reach the absorbing state of χ; a
well known result is that HT (t) is expressed as:
HT (t) = 1 − α · eGt · 1,

(6)

The model we want to analyze is characterized by dependencies among events. In fact, when a new VM request is
submitted to the VMM or when a running VM completes
its computation and leaves the system, the distributions describing the age process of the VMM (the expiration of the
rejuvenation timer) changes and the reliability level (timer
level) needs to be preserved. In the context of dynamic reliability systems, we say that when a driver event occurs it
can aﬀect the behavior of a target event by changing its CDF
in the new reached state. Such type of interaction between
events can be described in terms of CPH distributions, as
well.
In particular, for a matter of semplicity, let us focus on
the case in which the behavior of a dependent event is characterized by a bivariate CDF, as follows:
 
HX (x) x ≤ y
HXY (x, y) =
(7)

HX
(x) x > y
where X is the random variable characterizing the target
event, while Y is the random variable associated to the
driver event that triggers the dependency at time instant y.


HX
(x) and HX
(x) are the CDFs associated to the dependent event in isolation and under dependency, respectively
and, as stated above, are expressed by CPH distributions.
If the random variable X is a time to failure and the conservation of reliability principle [20, 21] has to be applied,
then at change point y the reliability level that has been
reached has to be preserved. Without losing in generality,
being the same reasoning applicable to other quantities, let
us suppose that at time instant y the time-to-failure CDF of
a component C changes from H  (t) to H  (t) and let (α , G )
and (α , G ) be the n × n and n × n matrices associated
to the corresponding CPHs, respectively, such that:


H  (t) = 1 − α · eG t · 1
and
H  (t) = 1 − α · eG

5.1 Analysis Technique

t≥0



t

· 1 .

In other words, the aging process of the component evolves
with CPH (α , G ) for t ≤ y. At time instant t = y, the
driver trigger event occurs and the aging process of the component changes its evolution to CPH (α , G ) for t > y.

The use of PH distributions was popularized in 1981 by
Neuts [25] who formally deﬁned a PH distribution as the distribution of the time until absorption in a ﬁnite state Markov
chain with a single absorbing state. In case of CTMC, CPH



Keeping memory on age for C at change point y means to
ﬁnd a translation in time of CDF H  (t) such that
H  (y) = H  (y + τ )

gorithmically evaluated on-the-ﬂy when needed with consequent extreme memory saving [28, 29]. Moreover, this
approach is particularly suitable in models where the conservation of age principle has to be applied, since the overall CTMC model associated to such a system is generally
non-homogeneous in time due to the presence of the timedependent memory matrices M(y) representing the age process. In fact, by applying the proposed technique, the values
of M(y) are evaluated on-the-ﬂy only when required, and so
the algorithm works for non-homogeneous CTMC, as well
as in the homogeneous case. Going into details of matrix Q,
its blocks have the following form:

Qn,n =
Qe
(12)

(8)

and such that the aging process of the component can continue to evolve according to H  (t), preserving the age level
reached so far. In terms of CPH distributions, we need to
ﬁnd an equivalent time y + τ such that:


α · eG y · 1 = α · eG



(y+τ )

· 1

(9)

Since the proposed technique is based on matrices manipulation, as we will describe in the following, it is necessary
to specify a memory matrix M(y) that represents the transition from the CPH representing H  (t) to the one representing H  (t), at time instant y, and such that the eq. (9)
holds due to the conservation of age principle. Expressing
this in terms of probability vectors α · eGt we have:


α · eG y · M(y) = α · eG



(y+τ )

1<e<||ε||



Qn,m =

Qe

(13)

1<e<||ε||

(10)

In other words, the diagonal blocks are computed as Kronecker sums (oﬀ-diagonal blocks are computed as Kronecker
products) of a series of matrices Qe , each associated to one
of the system events.

The computation of the memory matrix is not straightforward, especially considering that it is time dependent. However, in case the two CPHs have the same number of stages
and equal initial vectors (α = α ), a possible solution of
eq. (10) is given by eq. (11),

5.3 The VMM model

According to the state space expansion approach, each
state in the model described in previous sections can be expanded by introducing the CPH distributions associated to
where τ is computed according to eq. (8) by τ = H (−1) (H  (y))− the system events and the corresponding interactions. Morey.
over, Kronecker algebra could be used in order to deal with
the state space explosion problem. In particular, the ex5.2 From CPH to Kronecker Algebra
panded CTMC associated to the VMM model can be deLet us consider a discrete-state discrete-event model and
scribed by an (N + 1) · 4 inﬁnitesimal generator block matrix
let S be the system state space and ε the set of CPH disQ, where the generic block Qn,m (n, m = 0, . . . , (N + 1) ·
tributed system events. Following the state space expan4 − 1) can be represented by a Kronecker sum or product of
sion approach [25], the stochastic process can be represented
basic matrices each of which is associated to a system event.
by an expanded CTMC. Such CTMC is composed of ||S||
The state space model of the VMM is characterize by the
macro-states and it is characterized by a ||S|| × ||S|| block
presence of N + 1 sets of states each of which is associated
inﬁnitesimal generator matrix Q in which:
to a particular number of VMs instantiated on top of the
VMM under analysis. The ith set of states, associated to
• the generic diagonal block Qn,n (1 < n < ||S||) is
the presence of i VMs, is composed of 4 states, say siwr , sind ,
a square matrix that describes the evolution of the
sidf , sirj .
CTMC inside the macro-state related to state n, and
In the following, we indicate with (αif l ,Gif l ) the CPH repit depends on the possible events that are enabled in
resentation of the CDF Ffi l (t) associated to the failure event
such state;
ef l in case of i instantiated VMs. (αidt ,Gidt ) will indicate
i
• the generic oﬀ-diagonal block Qn,m (1 < n < ||S||, 1 <
the CPH representation of the CDF Fdt
(t) associated to the
i
i
m < ||S||) describes the transition from the macrodetection event edt , while (αrp ,Grp ) is the CPH represeni
state related to state n to that related to state m, and
tation of event erp ’s CDF Frp
(t). Moreover, we indicate
it depends on the events occurred in state n and on
i
i
i
(t)
with (αtr ,Gtr ) the CPH representation of the CDF Ftr
the possible events that are still able to occur in state
associated to the trigger event etr and with (αirs ,Girs ) the
m.
i
(t). FiCPH associated to the resume event eirs ’s CDF Frs
i
i
i
i
nally,
(α
,G
)
and
(α
,G
)
are
the
CPH
representation
ar
ar
dp
dp
The state space expansion approach could be easily used
i
i
(t) and Fdp
(t) associated to event ear and
of the CDFs Far
to represent the VMM model assuming the system events are
edp , respectively. The aim of this section is to give some exassociated to CPH distributions. The main drawback of the
amples about how to obtain matrices Qn,m in such states.
state space expansion approach is the explosion of the state
Let us consider state siwr . In such state, four events conspace. This limits the applicability of the approach, thus
currently evolve accordingly to their associated CDFs: ef l ,
reducing its beneﬁts and potentialities. A possible solution
etr , ear , edp . The other events are disabled. For such a
to overcome such problems is to recur to the use of Kronecker
reason, matrix block Q4i,4i exhibits the form:
algebra [25, 26, 27], a well known and eﬀective technique able
to provide a compact representation of CTMCs.
Q4i,4i = Gif l ⊕ [0] ⊕ [0] ⊕ Gitr ⊕ [0] ⊕ Giar ⊕ Gidp
(14)
By exploiting Kronecker algebra, matrix Q does not need
where matrix [0] (i.e., a matrix with a single element equal to
to be generated and stored as a whole, but can be sym0) associated to events edt , erp , and ers is the neutral element
bolically represented through Kronecker expressions and al

eG y · M(y) = eG



(y+τ )



⇒ M(y) = e−G y · eG



(y+τ )

(11)
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Figure 3: Steady state availability A(∞) of the VMM.
for the Kronecker sum operator, while matrices Giar = [λar ]
and Gidp = [i · λdp ] because we can assume that such events
are exponentially distributed.
Particularly interesting is the case of the non-diagonal
blocks of matrix Q, given that the conservation of age principle needs to be taken into consideration while setting the
corresponding matrices. In particular, matrices associated
i+1
to the transitions from state siwr to states si−1
wr or swr deserve speciﬁc attention. In the ﬁrst case, event edp is enabled
and it is the one that causes the transition, being enabled
again in the arrival state. Thus, the stochastic process leaves
the phases of the CPH associated to event edp with the rates
speciﬁed in matrix Uidp and enters into the corresponding
phases in the arrival state with the initial probabilities given
by vector αi−1
dp . However, we can assume that event edp is
exponentially distributed with rate i · λdp so the associated
matrix is simply [i · λdp ] i.e., a matrix with a single element
equal to the rate associated to the event in the leaving state.
On the other hand, events ear , ef l , and etr are enabled in
both siwr and si−1
wr , but their distributions change according
to the load variation. As described earlier, in this case a
memory matrix is necessary to keep memory of the quantity
coded by the CPH phases associated to the events. In the
case of event ef l such quantity is the reliability, while in
the case of event etr the quantity is represented by the level
reached by the rejuvenation timer. In the case of event ear ,
we assume an exponential distribution and the associated
matrix is simply [1]. Finally, events edt , erp , and ers are
not involved in the transitions and the associated matrix is
equal to [1]. For the above reported reasons, matrix block
Q4i,4i−1 exhibits the form:
Q4i,4(i−1)

4i→4(i−1)

= Mf l

(t) ⊗ [1] ⊗ [1] ⊗

4i→4(i−1)
(t)
Mtr

⊗ [1] ⊗ [1] ⊗ [i · λdp ] (15)

Other matrices can be easily computed by applying similar
reasoning.

6.

RESULTS

This section intends to show the eﬀectiveness of the proposed technique by applying it to a speciﬁc VMM conﬁguration. In such example, we decided to limit the maximum
number of VMs the VMM can accept to 4 (i.e., N = 4). In
this way, ﬁve load conditions can be identiﬁed for the VMM:
0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 VMs.



We adopted the parameters shown in Table 1. With regards to the requests, exponentially distributed arrivals and
departures are considered with rates γ and δ, respectively.
Symbol
α
β
μ
η
γ
δ

Description
Failure CDF scale parameter
Failure CDF shape parameter
Repair rate
Detection rate
Arrival rate
Departure rate

Value
1000
1.3
1
1
1
1

Table 1: Parameters of the case study.
Since one of the most used CDF in reliability context is the
Weibull distribution, we choose a Weibull CDF to represent
the VMM aging, ﬁxing the parameters α = 1000 and β =
1.3. In this way, the CDF characterizing the VMM aging
with only one VM is identiﬁed.
As discussed in Section 4, a PHM is considered to characterize the VMM aging in the diﬀerent load conditions. More
speciﬁcally, we assume that λi (t) = i ∗ λ(t) for i = 1, .., 4
and therefore, since the failure rate for a Weibull CDF is
 β−1
λ(t) = β/α αt
and assuming βi = β, we can easily obtain that the PHM condition can be expressed just in terms
α
of the scale parameter as αi = i1/β
. Moreover, since the
recovery and the rejuvenation rates are constant, we have
that ηi = η/i and μi = μ/i with i = 1, .., 4.
In case there are no VM instantiated in the VMM (i = 0)
we assume that the VMM does not degrade and therefore it
is necessary to just keep memory of the age or of the level of
degradation reached at the changing point from the VMM
load condition of 1 VM to 0 VM. In numerical terms this
means that λ0 (t) = η0 (t) = μ0 (t) = 0.
The results, in terms of the steady state availability A(∞),
obtained by evaluating the model when varying the rejuvenation timer are shown in Figure 3. The trend initially increases by increasing the timer till a maximum value of the
steady state availability, and therefore slowly decreases to
an asymptotic value; this value represents the steady state
availability considering the repair only without any rejuvenation policy.
The graphs clearly highlight that the steady state availability obtained by applying the time-based rejuvenation

policy is higher than the one obtained by simply repairing
the system when a failure occurs. The obtained results thus
justify the interest in the topic and encourage future works.
Moreover, we demonstrated how our analytic technique is
able to manage complex scenarios with non-exponentially
distributed failure rates.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed an innovative approach to model software
aging in Cloud systems. Time and load dependent degradations have been modeled through CPH type distributions
and a compact and eﬃcient representation was given through
Kronecker algebra. Preliminary results were provided by analytically solving the resulting model.
This work is one of the ﬁrst attempt to apply the concept of software rejuvenation to Cloud computing and paves
the way toward an entire set of new investigations to fully
characterize Cloud systems thus allowing to deliver more
reliable and available QoS-guaranteed services. We believe
that the proposed approach is very innovative both at the
Cloud infrastructure level and from the modeling point-ofview, as the proposed analytical technique can be used to
characterize software aging at large.
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